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steel, air, blood,
solution of sulfuric acid

FeS, H2O, H2SO4Co,Fe,S,H,O,C

NOYESNO

YESNO

compoundelement homogeneous 
mixture

heterogenous 
mixture

Is the mixture composition
identical throughout; uniform?

YES

Can it be decomposed by
ordinary chemical means?

Can it be separated 
by physical means?

Matter

MixturePure Substance

steam, wet iron,
rust on steelCannot be separated

chemcially into simple
substances

Can be decomposed and
chemcially separated
into simple substances.

Appearance, composition, 
and properties are variable
in different parts of the
sample

Uniform appearance,
composition and 
properties throughout

Gas
•varaible shape and volume 
 that fills the container
•high compressibility
•complete freedom of motion
•extreme disorder
•flow and diffuse easily
•weakest attractive forces  
•least dense state
•exert a pressure easily

Liquid
•constant volume but takes 
 on the shape of container
•low compressibility
•random particle movement
•moderate disorder
•can flow and diffuse 
•weaker attractive forces
•more dense than gases 

Solid
•constant volume & shape
•very low compressibility
•particles vibrate in place
•highly ordered arrangement
•do not flow or diffuse
•strongest attractive forces 
 between particles
•generally more dense than 
 liquids

Plamsa
•like a gas except it
 is composed of ions;
 an ion is charged 
 atom or group of
 atoms.
•examples: 
- flames
- atmosphere of stars
- a comet's tail

Isotopes

All atoms of the same element 
are not exactly alike

The element is as a mixture 
of its isotopes and has an 
average mass as determined by a 
mass spectrometer.

Is a mass number attached 
to the element?

YESNO

mass number equals the 
sum of protons + neutrons
in the nucleus.

Fe57
26

mass number attached

atomic number

also can be written as iron-57

Elements - elements are pure homogeneous forms of matter

also can be written as iron-57

atomic number

mass number attached

57
26Fe

mass number equals the 
sum of protons + neutrons
in the nucleus.

NO YES

Is a mass number attached 
to the element?

The element is as a mixture 
of its isotopes and has an 
average mass as determined by a 
mass spectrometer.

All atoms of the same element 
are not exactly alike

Isotopes Learn to interpret isotopic symbolism. 

How many protons and neutrons are in the nucleus of iron-57?

(57   -    26)          =          31 neutrons

Isotopic Symbolism

atomic number 26 = Fe
26 protons = 26 electrons for atoms

mass number minus atomic number equals number of neutrons

Mass number = protons plus neutrons

A. Know the how to draw correct isotopic symbols.
B. Know how to interpret the meaning of each symbolic part.
C. All isotopes (istopic symbols) are given a mass number.

Fe
57

26
iron-57
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Are all atoms of one particular atom the same or are they mixtures?
1) All atom nuclei for an element have the same number of protons.
2) Every atom in an element has the same number of protons & electrons.
3) However, elements are mixtures of their isotopes
4) Isotopes are same atom but can have a different mass number
5) Mass number equals the total number of protons and neutrons in

the nucleus for an atom.
6) Mixtures of isotopes for a given element can be physically separated
      by use of a mass spectrometer

also can be written as iron-57

atomic number

mass number attached

57
26Fe

mass number equals the 
sum of protons + neutrons
in the nucleus.

NO YES

Is a mass number attached 
to the element?

The element is as a mixture 
of its isotopes and has an 
average mass as determined by a 
mass spectrometer.

All atoms of the same element 
are not exactly alike

Isotopes Learn to interpret the below isotopic symbolism. 

Elements are made from atoms having the same atomic number, protons

atomic number 26 = Fe
26 protons = 26 electrons

How many protons and neutrons are in the nucleus of iron-57?

(57   -    26)          =          31 neutrons
mass number minus atomic number equals number of neutrons

Let’s break it down:
• calculating the number of neutrons, protons and electrons
• drawing isotopic symbols

KNOW for each subatomic particle:
• its mass
• its properties
• its location about the atom

HO 34
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Draw Isotopic Symbolism

H1
1

mass number on top

atomic number on bottom

atoms have equal numbers

n = zero
p = one (physical identity)
e = one (chemical reactivity)

For the illustration,
Calculate the number of 
neutrons, protons & electrons
using the legend above

HO 34

Draw Isotopic Symbolism

mass number on top

atomic number on bottom

Calculate the number of 
neutrons, protons & electrons

n = one
p = one (physical identity)
e = one (chemical reactivity)

H2
1

HO 34
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Draw Isotopic Symbolism

atomic number on bottom

Calculate the number of 
neutrons, protons & electrons

n = two
p = one (physical identity)
e = one (chemical reactivity)

H3
1

mass number on top

Average Atomic Mass
atomic mass is an average mass of naturally occurring isotopes

99% (1amu)     +    1%(2amu) = 1.01 amu 
Average Atomic Mass for H
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The separation of the 
isotopes of chlorine as seen in
the movie “medicine man”

In the movie the separation of 
chlorine isotopes
were accomplished by the use 
of a mass spectrometer

a finger print for the isotopes of 
chlorine-35 & chlorine-37

The element chlorine is a mixture
of two isotopes in a 3 to 1 ratio
which gives a mass spectrum that is

The Mass Spectrometer

M+

M+2

75% (35amu)     +    25%(37amu) = 35.5 amu Cl Average Atomic Mass
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n = 18
p = 17 (physical identity)
e = 17 (chemical reactivity)

Average Atomic Mass
atomic mass is an average mass of naturally occurring isotopes

Draw Isotopic Symbolisms for chlorine-35 & chlorine-37

Cl35
17

atoms have equal numbers

Cl37
17

atoms have equal numbers

n = 20
p = 17 (physical identity)
e = 17 (chemical reactivity)

75% (35amu)     +    25%(37amu) = 35.5 amu Cl Average Atomic Mass

Natural terrestrial abundance of chlorine-35 & chlorine-37 is
75% and 25%, respectively

average atomic mass as shown
on the periodic table

Mass number equals neutrons plus protons

Atomic Structure, Isotopic Symbolism & Nuclear Handout
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So elements can be physically separated by a mass spectrometer,
but can atoms in elements be chemically changed or altered?

Yes, elements can be chemically changed in a nuclear reaction,
either by
1) fission (a large atom fizzles down into smaller atoms)
2) fusion (to fuse atoms together into large atoms)

Nuclear Fission

Hmm…what could I do with this?

The Atomic Age: From fission to fallout

http://www.cnn.com/SPECIALS/cold.war/experience/the.bomb/history.science/
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http://history.sandiego.edu/gen/filmnotes/chinasyndrome.html

Nuclear fission at its best

or Worst
2011 tsunami, following a 9.0
magnitude quake, triggered the world's
worst nuclear disaster in a generation

Nuclear Chemistry at its best???

Cold Fusion???? (pure fantasy)

The science of producing the
power of the sun at 
room temperature is pure
fantasy….
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Nuclear Chemistry at its best

HOT Fusion

The science of producing the
power of the sun in
San Diego is a reality

The Tokamak Reactor at
General Atomics

http://fusion.gat.com/

Nuclear fission in San Diego will being with three isotopes of hydrogen. 
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Radiation - Know the three types of radiation and their characteristics 
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Radiation - Know the characteristics of radioactive isotopes 

Nuclear Reaction - Know the process for  balancing nuclear reactions 

A. In each of the above reactions, the reaction arrow means “goes to”
B. The reactants are on the left, and the products are on the right

goes to
reactant(s) product(s)

C. Total mass (mass numbers) of reactants must be equal to the 
     total mass (mass numbers) of the products  

210 = 4 + 206

D. Total protons (atomic numbers) of reactants must be equal to the 
     total protons (atomic numbers) of the products  

84 = 2 +   82
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Nuclear Reactions - Complete the handout and check your answers 

Mass Spectrometer


